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A composite limmary ainalyft* wim madiw ut tlio, Ii•eght-Velo-wity (iI-V)
diagram tout data obtained Irfw4 the fligiht ivlitn of throw mingle
engline, ingle rotor helloopturm of var)ying dmeeign chayrateriatics
and basic parameters, The purpose oat thii analysis was tit ascertain
it a practical method for the determinaticu oai the 11-V diagram could
"be evolved, as wel as a means to determine the effects of aircraft
weight and altitude on the H-V diagram, Analysis disclosed that H-V
diagrams can be developed for any uonventional single rotor helleopter
by the flight test determination of a sinlie maximum performance
critical spoes (Vur) point in fonJtinotion with tWe use of a non-
dimenlional curve and the soletion of specific key point ratios which
are set forth In the report. An evaluation of the H-V diagram key
point relationships is presented followed by a discussion of the
observed factors affecttng autorotative landing fotlowing power
failure. A suglested stop by stop procedure for fligiht manual typ, H-V
itiagrama ti also presented,
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INTROL)UCTION

Purpose

The purpose of this project was to determine the effects of
aircraft weight and altitude on the basic Height Velocity (H-V)

diagrams of three helicopters, and to ascertain if a practical method
could be developed for detormining the family of curves hy analysis
rather than by extensive flight testing.

Background

A long-range flight test program was initiated by the Aircraft
Development Service, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), to determine
the effects of altitude and weight on the helicopter H-V diagram

through actual flight tests. The program was established in response
to a need to obtain a practical approach for the determination of the
effects of altitude and weight on the helicopter H-V diagram, and for
safe autorotational landing criteria in general. In this study only

the low speed portion of the H-V diagram was considered. It was felt
that the high speed portion involved other considerations that were
not pertinent to this analysis and the high speed portion was
considered to be not as important as the low speed portion. Within

the framework of this program, the testing of three different heli-
copters possessing widely varying parameters was accomplished in
individual but objectively related projects. The results of these
tests were published in References 1, 2, and 3.

The H-V envelope for each of the helicopters tested was found

to vary as a function of gross weight and density altitude. The

similarity of the effects of weight and altitude on the H-V diagrams
of the helicopters tested, and the accumulation of helicopter
autorotational landing characteristics data warranted an attempt to

correlate all the facts. The results of this effort are presented

in this report which:

1. Evaluates and summarizes the significant findings of three

helicopter H-V flight test projects as individually reported in the

FAA Technical Reports, Nos. ADS-l, ADS-46, and AD5-84.

2. Presents empirical factors and a method for the determination

of the H-V diagram of conventional single rotor helicopters.

3. Discusses observations of the factors which influence the

determination of the critical velocity of the H-V diagram and

autorotational landing characteristics in general.



DISCUSSION

Test Aircraft

The three helicopters tested under the long-range program were all
single engine, single rotor helicopters as shown in Fig. 1. Helicopter
No. 1 was a lightweight model with relatively low disk loading and
moderate rotor inertia. On the other hand, Helicopter No. 2 was also
a lightweight model but with a comparatively high disk loading and a
low rotor inertia. Helicopter No. 3 was a large, heavyweight helicopter
with high disk loading and a comparatively high rotor inertia.
Tabulated in Table I are some of the basic parameters which further
define the three helicopters and which were involved in the analytical
study that was the basis of this report. It was considered that a
representative cross section of helicopters was chosen with respect to
design considerations as they might influence the test results. Of
the three helicopters tested, only Helicopter No. 1 had an altitude
rated powerplant system while Helicopters Nos. 2 and 3 essentially had
sea level rated systems; consequently, tests at high airport elevations
with the latter two helicopters could not be conducted at all the
destred test weights 6eca~ipe of the power-on performance characteristics.
Slre tietailed bpecifications on the test helicopters are presented in
References 1, 2, and 3 which are the basic references of this report.

TABLE I

TEST AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

Helicopter Helicopter Helicopter
Unit No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

Max, Cert. Gross Weight lbs 2850 1670 13,000

hp/rpm @ S.L. continuous hp/rpm 220/3200 160/2700 1275/2500

Disk Loading W/A lb/ft 2  2.63 3.32 5.28

Rotor Solidity Ratio,(Y .0314 .0424 .059

Rotor Inertia, IR Slug ft 2  710 140 5800

No. of Rotor Blades 2 3 4

Landing Gear Config. Skid Skid Wheel

Rotor Config. Teetering Articulated Articulated

*Equiv. Flat Plate Area ft 2  18 14.5 36.5

Rotor Disk Area, A ft 2  1083 503 2460

Rotor Tip Speed, RQ ft/sec 690 640 700

ir f'rnt a2



HELICOPTER NO. I

HELICOPTER NO. 2

HELICOPTER NO. 3

FIG. I TEST AIRCRAFT
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'test, Inetrumentaetion

Airborne and grotind Iniatrtimentfition was Ultaiiod ti rponrit
helicopter parformance, aircraft *pace position end metolqsul
Information, In general, the same paramotors wore memstirutl with
idantical or similar instrumentstion for all three flight lost
projects.

lest Procedures

1. basic Test Mothadology

Larly in the planning otagos, vertain basic greauud riles were
established as mandatory and applicable throughout all the proJoet
tests, Essbntially, these gutde;lnev were as follows-

a. Maximum Porformance

Iho I-V diagrams developed hadl to be representative of
a maximnum performance effort; that to, it was necessary to extract the
mAximum c-apabhlities from thet halivopter during each and iovitiy test
poirit throughout thi. entire program. Thio web necausary mince thers
were no known parametters available by whiuh a fited degroe or vonserv-
atism in obtaining thest teut points could be determined or measured.
Extraction of the maxlmum performunice apakiltity of the aircraft is
dependent upon the skill of thO p~ilut, Fur this reason, profeobional
ergineering test pilots, thoroughly f-millar with the helicoptor each
flew, and woli ski~ltd In the m.'u-hanits of determing I1-V diagrams,
were employed for tho pilo•t ing 1uiavt)ri,

b. Tes.t Wetights ailid Ll.vattion,

'rite %.ights a1(d oluvat tmu sul.•c t le for vah of the
helicopters tested were chomen with buttifctlent spread to elvarly
indli•L'.te the eff•cts of thoev varlablvi on the It-V tdiebrAm, Th,. tt't
sites selected provided A broad range of donity alt ttudV& and the
intrumental w:gIgit -hanges averaged Appruximatvly 14' of ni'Aximuni
-ertiftiatcd gros. wvight. rable 11 lusts the lout wste ulov-Ations
and helit'optoar ejghts. usued in the program.



TARLN I I

TINT WIIONTI AND NLilkV \1,

SOVZ1114% Alroraft Test Weight (lbs)

(it)
"eolivptow No. I Noleeptr No. I lie ter No

9410 x N

II40" looks,

9010 N N
-~ I I

Notel Density Altitudes at tin* of tests wero generally higher than
field elevations,

t, flight Vntro CoIS~iSIp

All of the simulated power failure landing maneuvers hWad to
be esecuted from a trio steady state, level flight entry condition in
order to obtain repeatability end accuracy. The use of an accoleraood
climbout technique along the lower boundary was deemed to include too
many variables to provide the accuracy required for the basic
determination. Admittedly. the accelerated climbout technique would
have provided a more realistic approachebut in addition to the
requirementd for repeatability, safety as well as the economics 01
the program also had to be considered. It was, therefore, decided that
the level flight technique was the best compromise.

For test points along the upper boundary, collective pitch
reduction was applied with a one-second delay aiter simulated power
failure as well am with no-delay. For all test points initiated along
the lover boundary, collective pitch reduction, Aen applied, was
imediate.

d. Touchdown Sneedo

There were no limitations placed upon the pilotsi'idibm ict

to touchdown speeds. They were allowed to contact the runway at whatever
forward velocity was required in order to fulfill the requirements of
extracting the maximum capability of the aircraft for every landing.

'45



iimmAitY ur bIaLlrl

SAndalySiN at til- test data of the total program waok tidortakne
to determine It auffluiont data enilted to permit the formu•uation of
An empirical and/or theoreticua method of predicting the isii and
shape of the H-V diagram for conventional sIngle rntor helicopters.

Hilelia-Vologi-t Uyasra

1, nr,

rhe helght-velouoity diagrams developed for each helicopter
exhibited remarkable similarity ti shipe to each other. Each holicopter
tested produced A family of H-V diagrams which refloe tod the oafetst
tf weight and altitude, anid each tit these famti•i.e was Nimilar to the

families of t0e other helicopters not only in shape but tit thu
relattonship of all the key points.

This similarity existed for the conditions of both no-delay
and .ne-second delay In pitch reduction following simulated power
failure, A typical e*ample of H-V diagrama develtipod tn this program
is shown in Figure 2, on which the basic key points are designated.
The tact that a family of curves existed that were so similar gave rise
to the concept of a nondimensional curve that could be utillsed to
facilitate computation of H-V diagrams.

2. Uoneraliaed Higiht-\'io yiti Curv2 !

Each of the holicopters tested produced a family of diagrams
which wore related a* functions ol weight and altitude; therefore, the
family of diagrams for oach hulivoptvr could lio preseniteld it the form
of one notidimunsional I-V curve. lChi procedure was first suggested in
Refurunce 4, a.nd wax more roueetly accomplished in Hkoervaice S. utilizing
the data dvvulupud ti one of the teots of this program. rue H-V ramilies
of all three holatoptvru have boun further cnUined in this summary
dnalysts to form one composite nondimonslonal H-V curve. 'ite compnsite
nondimansioial iI-V curvu wan generatud by conmputing thu key point rat 1o&
Vn/Vcr. hi,.aId h2 As thown on Figure 3. All of the H-V ,Iiagrdms developed
in this program were nondimunsionAliz.d in accordance *ith the procedure
shown on Figure. J dan the routiljiti nundimunsio0ia 1 ptikiits wcre plotted
an FIRgre 4.

A mean nundlmensuonal H-V curve 'a. thvii constructedi through
the composite data. A table has been pai)pared which presents the
coordinates or this meaal H-V curve. It is thus polsible to construct
an H-V diagram for dny wuight (minimum operating to iaximum gross) and
altituJe (8,000 ft maximum) when one of the key points, hmin or Vcr, is
known by reversing the above procedure. Utilizing the mean vali es (if

the chart on Figure 4. the rastios cani he solved for values of Ian and Vn,

6i
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CONI)ITION - VARIOUS GROSS WEIGHTS
S FOR A CONSTANT DENsITrY ALTITUDE

40U NO DELAY

ONE SECOND DELAY

300

00
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100
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cr

0
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FIG. 2 TYPICAL H-V DIAGRAMS
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-' LEGEND

A HELICOPTER NO. I4__3 0 HELICOPTER NO. 2

h 0.2 la_ , 0 HELICOPTER NO. 3

0. 4

o.6

0. 8 "_" MEAN CURVE VALUES

V/Vc h h2

V CV 1 2

1.0
0 0 0

.1O 0 .07

.20 .005 .13

.25 .01 .17
0.8 .30 .02 .20

.35 .025 .24
40 .035 .28

.45 .05 .31

.50 .06 .35

0.6 __.55 .08 .39
.60 .10 .43
.65 .13 .48

.70 .16 .53
S.75 .20 .58

o80 .25 .63
0.4 _ _.82 .27 .66

.84 .30 .68

.86 .33 .70

.88 .37 ,73

S.90 .40 .76
h_ _ _ 0.2__ .92 .46. .79

1 94 .52 .82
.96 .60 .85
. 98 .68 .90
•99 .80 .93

0A' - o. O: 1,0 1,00
0 0.2 0.4 o.6 0.8 1.0

v
• Vcr

FIG. 4 COMPOSITE NONDIMENSIONAL CURVE
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Essentially, hmin and Ver are the only unknowns. As will be
shown later in this report, hcr and hmax have been established by this
program and hmin is empirically related to V2cr. It is necessary to
test for only one of the two values (i.e., hmin or Ycr) to develop the
H-V diagram. Since tests for hmin have been shown to be less accurate

and more difficult to conduct than tests for Vcr, it would be more
logical to test fur Vcr.

3. Evaluation of Key Point Relationships

a. The Critical Speed Versus Weightl

Each helicopter tested showed a linear relationship of
Ycr versus weight over the range of weights and altitudes at which each
were tested. Since only the helicopter utilized in Reference 1 was
equipped with an altitude engine, it was the only helicopter which
could be tested over a full weight range at the highest altitudes
tested. There was no evidence of drag divergence or detrimental blade
stall which would cause a serious alteration of the linear relation for
an altitude range of at least sea level to 8000 feet. This was true
for the one-second delay as well as the no-delay test results. In
each of the three reports, an expression as shown below was presented
from which Vcr for a new weight could be determined from a Vcr obtained
at some test weight.

Vrr = Vcrtest + C 1 &W where Cl dV cr

d W

Analysis of the three sets of test data revealed that if

the experimentally determined values of C1 were multiplied by rotor
area, the products were essentially constant; i.e.,

CIA = 22.6

The use of this empirically established relationship in
the previous equation involving Vcr, results in an expression for the
change in Vcr due to a weight change in terms of a delta disk
loading; i.e..

Vcr = Vcr + 22.6 A W
A

so that a new Vcr can tie readily obtained by applying an average value
of CIA (22.6) to the delta disk loading.

Figure 5 was developed using the average test, value of
CIA x 22.6. From this chart C1 can be determined directly as a function
of rotor disk area, Because of the reprusentative, but widely varying
basic parameters of the turee hellcopters tested, it is concluded that all
conventional single-rotor helicopters will fit the experimentally
determined value of 22.6 for CIA.

I'0
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b. The Critical Speed Versus Altitude

The basic purpose of this portion of the composite

analysis was to establish the effects of altitude on the critical

speed. The three project tests had proven rather con lusively that

the variation of Vcr with altitude was linear and wa- valid over a

normal altitude range of at least sea level to 8000 feet. The heli-

copters which were limited in power available could only be tested at

lighter weights at the higher altitudes, but there was no evidence to

suspect that for the normal altitude range there would be any deteri-

oration from the linear characteristics. As in the case of Ver versus

weight, the linear relationship of Vcr versus altitude was maintained

for both the no-delay and one-zecond delay test results. An increase

in Vcr was experienced for a one-second delay and the increase was

constant with altitude changes such that the linearity of Vcr versus

altitude was not affected. No empirical solution was found for deter-

mining the change in Vcr due to a change in altitude on a unified
basis Involving all three helicopters as was done in the case of Vcr
versus weight. In each of the three reports an expression as shown
below was presented from which Vcr for a new altitude could be
determined from a Vcr obtained at some other test altitude.

Vcr = Vcrtest + C2 A HD where C2 w dVcr

d HD

The values of C2 obtained for each helicopter could not
be correlated or c¢mbined with known parameters to arrive at a solution
which was applicable to the three helicopters for the determination of

Vcr at a different altitude, as was done in the case of Vcr versus
weight. On a practical basis, however, the variation of C2 values
determined for the three test aircraft are not so great as to preclude
a working solution from the data obtained. The C2 values of the

helicopters tested varies between 1.6 and 2.5 mph per thousand feet,
with Helicopters Nos. 2 and 3 being 2.5 and 2.3 mph per thousand feet
respectively. It should be pointed out that the helicopters tested
encompassed an extreme range of the major parameters and therefore can
be considered to encompass helicopters whose parameters fall within
this range. It is not likely, therefore, that the vaiue of C2 4dVcr/dH)
for conventional single rotor helicopters will exceed the maximum value
obtained in this program. Until such time as additional information is
obtained to establish an empirical or theoretical relationship for C2 ,
the use of the maximum value of 2.5 mph per thousand and feet of
altitude is a practical solution.

c. The Critical Height

The critical height, hcr, was found to be reasonably

constant over the altitude and weight range for all three helicopters
and averaged approximately 100 feet. The critical height for Helicopter

No. I (Reference 1) varied between 90 and 100 feet and was assumed to be

constant at 95 feet. As a result of the tests of Reference 1. Helicopter



No. 2 was tested more critically in this area to determine if a variation
"-..sted in hcr_ This helicopter showed a variation in hcr from 80 to 100
feet over the range of weights and altitudes tested. The diagrams of
Helicopter No. 2 had originally been prepared with a pronounced "chin!
or distention of the lower boundary. As a result of this analysis; i.e.,
analyzing the curves of all three helicopters collectively, it was
determined that they could have been faired otherwise, which would result
in not only reducing the chin but also in raising the critical height as
well. Helicopter No. 3 showed a range of critical heights between 90
and 110 feet. Further analysis of all of the data indicated that at
uaximum gross weight at sea level, hcr can be defined as approximately
100 feet. For lighter weights at sea level, hcr would be somewhat
lover and for higher altitudes at maximum gross weight, hcr would be
somewhat higher. Thus, with a weight reduction at altitude, hcr would
remain approximately constant at 100 feet. This finding was important
to the determination of an H-V diagram because it permits the height
at which Vcr occurs to be established.

d. Critical Speed Squared Versus High Hover Height

In each of the three previous reports a linear relation
was found to exist between the high hover height, h 1nn, and the square
Sof the critical speed, V2cr, as shown in Fig. 6. Since this appeared
to be significant with respect to the H-V diagram, an analysis of this
particular relationship was made for the three helicopters.

As there was a slight discrepancy between the hmin versus
V2 cr curves of the three helicopters, as shown in Fig. 6, the basic test
data of all three were examined collectively. This examination led to the
conclusion that one c-on curve could be drawn for all three helicopters.
This was of particular significance since it appeared that the relation-
ship of hmin and V2 cr was the same for all helicopters independent of the
helicopter parameters, and determination of one of these key points could
be made if the other were known.

From this straight line common curve shown in Fig. 6, an
empirical equation was established as follows: hmin - 200 + .1336 V2 cr.

Conventional single rotor helicopters subscribe to this
expression. This relationship, which associates the high hover point
with the critical speed, mar, it possible to define the limits of the
upper boundary of the H-V diagram by simply obtaining one of these points.

e. Low Hover Height Versus Weight and Altitude

The landing following power failure from the low hover
height, hmax, is the one regime of flight on the H-V diagram which lends
itself to an energy analysis and this has been effectively treated in
Reference 5. A study was made of the low hover height and the lower
boundary to obtain a simplified empirical solution. It was determined

13
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that the variation of hoax for any of the helicopters was small. Of
the three helicopters teuted, the largest variation encountered over
the weight and altitude range was a variation in hmfrom approxi-
mately 5 to 20 feet. The 10-foot height, generally accepted in lieu
of conducting hoaxc tests, appears to be a realistic value for hosax at
sea level and maximum gross weight. In the Interest of conservatiom,
simplicity, and for purposes of maintaining the family relationship
of H-V diagrams, it is recommended that a reduction of 1 foot of height
In hms, per 1000 feet increase In density altitude be appropriately
applied to the basic 10-foot sea level value. Similarly, for a weight
reduction from maximum gross weight to minimum operating weight,
himax should be Increased 3 feet above the basic 10-foot sea level value.
The value of hmax thus derived provides the lower limit of the lower
boundary portion of the H-V curve.

Factors AffectinL the Autorotative Landing Following Power Failure

1. Rotor Inertia and Rotor Speed

Two of the helicopters tested had a normal operating rotor
speed which produced tip speeds of approximately 700 ft/sec. The
lightweight helicopter rotor speed was on the low side with a tipspeed
of 640 ft/sec. All three helicopters employed metal blades of the
MACA 00 series and thus operated on approximately the same profile drag
coefficient versus mean lift coefficient curve ( 6 versus CL ). The
profile drag, therefore, was essentially the same since all three
helicopters operated at approximately the same mean lift coefficient.

An Investigation was made into the relative rotor speed
decay to determine the effect of rotor Inertia on rotor speed decay
following throttle chop along the upper boundary. In order to compare
the decay trends of the three helicopters, a plot of rotor speed In
percent of rated rpm versus time was constructed as shown on Figure 7.
It Is Interesting to note that the helicopter with the largest Inertia per
pound of aircraft weight (Helicopter No. 3) exhibits the largest percent
decay with time. The data show that the decay rate relationship between
the helicopters remains essentially the same whether a one-second delay
or no-delay was employed following throttle chop prior to collective
pitch reduction, although the percent decay Is largest after a one-second
delay. It should be noted also that following a one-second delay, the
helicopter with the least Inertia per pound of aircraft weight does not
have the highest Vcr (sea level, maximum gross weight) and conversely,
the helicopter with the most Inertia per pound does not have the lowest
Vcro Thus it was not possible to establish any pattern of the effect of
rotor Inertia on Vcr, and other factors are obviously present in the
development Of Vcr*

Only a limited amount of testing was conducted in Reference 1
to determine the effects of added rotor Inertia on the location of Vcr
or the upper boundary of the H-V diagram. From this limited data the
effects of inertia appeared minimal. Likewise, the test helicopters
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having varying inertia values per pmiutti tf ,aircrafI wuight from .1 to
,0 displayed a vemalsitent patterii tthe lt - Viur relation and aloul

the upper boundary. From huigh hover tu Vur, therefore, it ts evident
that there are tactor, other thaii rtolor inertie which diturmine the
values of hmin mad Vgr,

A, Died* 81411 (Zonsideratiolpi

During the tests conduiated on Helicopter No. 1, no comment
was made by the pilot with respect to blade etAii. There appeared to
be tin evidence of blade stall it any weight or altitude. The pilot
never indicated that blade stall was a consideration. blade stall did
not become a vonsideration until the last test project. At the higher
weights and generally throughout th% altitude range during the tests of
Reference 3, the pilot found it necessary to adjust his technique to
componsate for the effects ut blade stall during flare and final
collective pull-up, There were occasions during the second helicopter
test program when the pilot reported "falling through" the flare,
Although he did not report it as blade stall t it to conceivable that
blade stall was a factor in "falling through' the flare, IL appears
that blade stall as a faotor in the autorotative landing following power
failure ti a function of disk loading. Helicopter No. 1, which had %
relatively light disk loading, did not require high collective blade
angles to etfect its landings and this, undoubtedly, contributed to the
lack of blade stall, On the other hand, Helicopter No, 3 with its
extremely high disk loading needed all the blade angle possible which in
turn contributed to blade stall as a factor. It is also possible that
rotor inertia ts an influencing factor in that the higher inertia rotor
regains it. rpm less rapidly in the flare, whereas, low inertia rotor
regains its rpm more rapidly. Reference to Figure 7 shows that lose of
rotor speed following throttle chop is a function of disk loading and
not rotor inertia,

3. the Maneuver - Cyclic and Collective Flare

Analysis of the time histories of all three helicopters showed
that the cyclic and collective controls were utilited in similar fashion
and produced traces of pitch attitude, acceleration, swashplate angle,
and blade angle which were repetitious in pattern. This can be seen in
Figures 8 through 10, which show sample time histories of the three
aircraft for the three basic H-V diagram areas - high hover, low hover,
and Vcr. The doceleration following power failure along the upper
boundary from hmin to Vcr. for example, consistently showed approximately
.75C from IV steady level flight. There was clear evidence in the time
histories that when power failure occurred along the upper boundary, the
cyclic flare was the moat important control factor in executing a power-
off landing. While the collective pitch was vital to reducing the load
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factor on contact, it was the cyclic flare that generated the rotor
speed and rate of descent reduction which made a good collective
flare possible. Without this technique, significantly greater air-
speed was required prior to contact for a good collective flare.

The landing techniques employed for the three helicopters
were reasonably consistent, even though Helicopters Nos. 1 and 2 had
skid gears and Helicopter No. 3 had a tail wheel/mainwheel configu-
ration. In the case of Helicopter No. 3, the technique was basically
the same as that employed for the skid gear helicopters even though the
technique did not call for leveling the helicopter before contact. In
landing Helicopter No. 3 it was necessary to apply only partial
collective pitch to cushion the tallwheel while "feeling for the ground."
The remaining collective application was applied to cushion the main
gear touchdown which determined the acceptable load factors. The
helicopter was landed, therefore, with a technique midway between an
air rotation for level landing (as were the skid gear aircraft) and a
pure flare landing (as would be done for a main wheel aft configuration).

heferring again to Figures 8 through 10, it can be seen that
all the essential elements of control and aircraft motion are similar
for the three aircraft. During the tests and subsequent data analysis
of Helicopter No. 2, it was believed that distention of the lower
boundary occurred because of the low rotor inertia. There was insuffi-
cient time from throttle chop to touchdown to regain rotorspeed through
a cyclic flare, and therefore, the landings had to be made essentially
by means of a collective flare. Subsequent testing on Helicopter
No. 3, however, showed that the same condition existed on the high
inertia rotor. Points developed along the lower boundary with Heli-
copter No. 3 were also accomplished with minimum cyclic flare and maxi-
mum collective flare. The time from throttle chop to touchdown was
insufficient for the high inertia rotor to build back any rotor speed, so
that essentially, the techniques employed were consistent for all
helicopters. It is the time element between throttle chop and touchdown,
established by the entry altitude and speed, which dictates the type of
maneuver necessary along the lower boundary. Rotor inertia appeared to
have a very small influence on this regime of flight.

Method for Converting Test Program H-V Diagrams to Flight Manual Type
H-V Diagrams

The results of the tests conducted in this program established

that along the upper boundary the use of a one-second delay simply
added an increment of speed such that the upper boundary was displaced

laterally. The one-second delay diagrams complied with the patterns
established in the Height Velocity Diagram section of this report and
were, therefore, subject to the nondimensionalised form. Since the upper

boundary of the flight manual type K-V Diagram is determined utilizing
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a one-second delay, It is apparent that the curves should be identical
except for a margin of conservatism to differentiate between the
maximum performance data obtained by professional pilots in this program

and the capabilities of the average pilot. If an appropriate margin is

thus applied to Vcr, a flight manual type H-V diagram upper boundary
can be developed by a single point determination of a maximum performance
Vcr at an hcr of 100 feet. Furthermore, since we have nondimension-
alized the H-V diagram, the lower boundary when developed from the same
Vcr will provide a lower boundary that will be equivalent to the
accelerated climbout technique generally utilized in establishing the
lower boundary. In this regime a one-second delay is not employed;
therefore, the two Increments in Vcr from no-delay to one-second delay,
and from ome-second to the percent margin increase, provides the necessary
margin for the accelerated climbout lower boundary.

Procedures for Obtaining Flight Manual Type H-V Diagrams for Range of
Weights and Altitudes

A procedure for developing a flight manual type H-V diagram
established in accordance with the data and determinations contained
in this report would make It possible to obtain a set of H-V diagrams
over a range of weights and altitudes from a single test to determine
Vcr. The following procedure, therefore, is considered reasonable for
establishing such a flight manual type H-V diagram.

1. At a given gross weight (near maximum), and at a given density
altitude(near sea level), and with a neutral c.g., determine a maximum
performance Vcr with a one-second delay at an her of 100 feet.

2. Using Figure 5, determine Cl and kiss the equation
Vcr Vcrts + C 1 1AW to establish Vcr for maximum gross weight.

Likewise, tilng the value of C2 of 2.5 mph per 1000 feet, correct Vcr
for sea levwl using the equation V'cr = Vcr t + C2 6H 0 . A Vcr for
maximum gross weight at sea level has now heen ebtablishel.

3. Add to the Vcr established in Item 2, above, an increment of
speed (in mph) to provide an adequate safety margin for the average
pilot.

V2c
4. Using the equation hmin a 200 * .1336 V ,cr, determine hmin.

Select an hmax ,)f 10 feet an licr of 100 feet.

5. With Vcr, her. hmiie and hlmax now known, establish the H-V
diagram using the nondliensional data from the mean curve chart of
Figure 4 and the equations for hl, h 2 , and Vn/Vcr shown on Figure 3.
A flight manual type H-V diagram tror maximum gross weight at sea
level has now been established.
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6. Using C1 and C2 establish Vcr for all desired weights and
altitudes.

7. Determine hmin as In Step 4. for each Vcr.

8. Determine hmax by subtracting 1 foot per 1000 feet of density
altitude from the basic 10 feet for sea level maximum weight and
adding 5 feet over the weight range from maximum weight to minimum
operating weight.

9. Determine hcr by adding 1 foot per 1000 feet of altitude to
the basic 100 feet at constant weight and decrease 10 feet equally
spaced over the operating weight range for constant altitude.

10. Knowing all key points, repeat as in Step 5. and obtain a
family of H-V diagrams over the desired weight and altitude range.

11. Spot check the diagrams with average pilot technique at
critical c.g.

12. Establish a procedure for utilizing the diagrams thus
developed that is appropriate to the particular helicopter in accord-
ance with its operating weight range and its hovering performance
capabilities.

II
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CONCLUSIONS

Based upon an analysis of the data obtained in this program and
an analytical study of the results in terms of basic helicopter
parameters, it can be concluded that

1. A practical method has been evolved for determining &.

family of flight manual type H-V diagrams for any single engine,
single rotor helicopter over a range of weights from maximum to
minimum operating, and altitudes from sea level to 8000 feet, by
utilizing a single maximum-performance test point determination of Vcr.

2. The H-V diagrams of any single rotor helicopter form
a family of curves which are defined by a set of Itnear equations
involving the key points of the H-V diagram, Vcr, 1hcr, hain. hmax,
which vary as follows:

a. The variation of Vcr with a change in weight is a
function of disk loading and gross weight.

b. The variation of Vcr with a change in altitude can
be accepted for practical purposes as varying 2.5 mph per 1000 feet
change of oinsity altitude.

c. The critical height (hcr) is approximately 100 feet
at sea level and maximum gross weight increasing 1 foot per 1000 feet
of density altitude and decreasing 10 feet over the weight range from
maximum weight to minimum operating weight.

d. The high hover height (hu1n) varies linearly as
t'• square of the critical speed and can be expressed in equation

hain a 200 + .1336 V2 cr

where Vcr is in mph

hmin ts in ft

e. The low hover height (h,,x) is approximately 10 feet
at sea level and maximum gross weight decreasing 1 foot per 1000 feet
ov densty altitude and increasing 5 feet over the operatinp weight
rango from maximum weight to minimum operating weight.

3. Height-velocity diagrams can be generalised in
nondimensional terms.
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RECOMMENDAI' IONS

Based upon the results of this summary analysis, it is
recommended

1. In the interest of standardization. reduction of flight test
risks through better predictions, and a reduction of testing at several
altitudes, that consideration be gisn to using Vcr procedures and
criteria of this report as guidance material in developing flight manual
type H-V diagrams required in the fulfillment of the airworthiness
standards for normal category rotorcraft (FAR 27.79).

2. Further study and flight testing be initiated to determine
the relationship of Vcr with the basic helicopter parameters which
may provide a means of H-V diagram determination without the
requirement for any flight testing.
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APPENDIX 1

GLOSSARY OF TERIS



01.0*•4AY Of TlRRN

1-V ODIJAJLI A graphiila presentation which deorine an envelope of
flight with reipeet to airspeed and height above the
groundo wiLhin which, in the eveot of power failure,
a mete power-off landing etiuld not be acetmpliahed.

! !x nintal The critical point@ on the H-V diagram wA•ih define
the elise of the diagram. They or* tain0, K&NO and
Vcro hor as defined below.

Up,+e n q il The curve desaribing that portion of the H-V diagram
between the high hover point (twain) *vid the point for

critical speed (Vert her).

Lower t .•,t, The curve describing that portion o1 the 14V diagramtetweeq the low hover point (haso) emd the point for

critical speed (Vcro hed).

"Kse*" A colloquial tena that is eyno'tywous with that curved
portion of the N-V diagram in close promimity of the
point for critical speed (Vert her).

Conventional

"Oultert A helicopter which employs & *art and/or belt system
for transmitting power to the main rotor, and does
not utilise main rotor tip drive of any kiod.

V Critical Velocity, The speed above which an
sutorotative landing can be made from any height after
power failure in the low speed regime, mph, CAS.

herl The height above the ground at which V., occurt it.

haint The high hover' height - the height above the ground
tfam above whih a safe autorotative landing can be

made after power failure at nero airspeed, ft.

hemat Tho low hover height - the height above the ground
from below which a safe power oif landina can be
made after power failure at aero airspeed, ft.

HlD: Density altitude at the point of landing, ft.

hi Height of the helicopter above the ground, It.

Wi Heliropter weight, lb.

£t



GLOISARY OF TUNS CONTINUID

• Calibrated attepoed - indieated airspeed corrected for
Inetrument and position error, mph.

klt The slope of the linear relationship of the change in
"- critical speed with change in weight a dY

.•t The slope of the linear relationship of the change of
the high hover height (hat) with change in the square
of the critical speed (Vcr- d hui,

.1 Squivalent fist plate area - ft2 .

AM aiot rotor area - ft 3 .

lit, Inertia of the dynamic systm - slug ft.

Val Any arbitrarily selected velocity between aero and the
value of the critical velocity (Vcr) (used with Fig. I only)

The height above the ground on the H-V diagram
Sthat corresponds with the value of w, (used with

Figl. I only)

hnt2 The height above the ground on the N-V diagram upper
boundary that corresponds with the value of Vn (used with
Fit. 3 only)
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